Mrs Fincham, summer 1, yr4

summer 1

Week

1

monsters,
paintings and
Family

yr 4 Mrs Fincham

Objective(s) Language (core content)

ICU

Parts of the body
la mano (hand), la pierna
(leg), la garganta (throat),
revision-To la espalda (back), la rodilla
join in with a (knee), el estómago
song about (stomach), el brazo (arm),
el pie (foot)
the body
and do the
actions.
Baila con el cuerpo- dance
with the body.
Muevelo así- Move it like
To design
and describe this
a monster
picture
Designing & describing
monster pictures
Use language as above

literacy,
music,
maths,performance
skills and art
Baila song
Partes del cuerpo
song

wb.p30

To practise
and embed
the language
learnt this
half term

2

3

literacy and
performance skills
Watch some of the
recorded
presentations.

2. to give a
short
presentation see the vocabulary above
on ' My
Monster' in
Spanish.
Some will be
able to
answer
questions on
it.
1 To learn
nouns for

Follow up

Nouns for family
members

Play the Guess
Who monster
game.

To talk about

literacy, PHSE

Mrs Fincham, summer 1, yr4

family
members

un hermano (brother), una
hermana (sister), una
madre (mother), un padre
(father), los padres
(parents), un abuelo
(grandfather), una abuela
(grandmother)

extended and
nuclear
families

4

¿Cómo se llama? (What is
he/she called?
¿Cómo se escribe? (How
do you spell that?
Alphabet introduction
A - a, B - bé, C - thé, D - dé,
1 To learn
E - é, F - effé, G - jé, H the alphabet
aché, I - ee, J - jota, K - ka,
L - ellé, M - emé, N - ené, O
- o, P - pé, Q - koo, R - erré,
S - esé, T - té, U - ubé, W ubé doblé, X - ekeys, Y - yé,
Z - theta

The Spanish
alphabet has
extra lettersñ,ll

literacy

5

1 To use the
Alphabet practice - with
alphabet to
names
spell names

Spanish people
normally have 2
surnames.

literacy

6

Siblings & pets - asking &
1 To ask and answering
answer 'Do survey, including spelling
you have?'
names
'What is s/he ¿Tienes..? (Do you have..?)
called?' and ¿Cómo se llama? (What is
'How do you he/she called?
spell that?'
¿Cómo se escribe? (How
do you spell that?

'hermanos' can
mean brothers
and also
brothers and
sisters

literacy

